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Characteristic parameters of the NWT computer

system in global memory access＊

　

Shigeki HATAYAMA＊1

　

ABSTRACT

　The NWT computer system available at the NAL since February 1993 comprises two system administrators,

n processing elements (where n was 140 at the beginning, and is 166 at present) and a crossbar network, and

operates as a distributed-memory message-passing MIMD computer. Each processing element itself is a vec-

tor computer.    This paper reports measurements of two pairs of the characteristic parameters, (r∞ , n1/2) and

(r^∞, s^1/2, f1/2), of the NWT with the communication performance between the global and local memory spaces

through the medium of the crossbar network and with MIMD computing in the global memory access, respec-

tively. The significance of the results is interpreted, and several hardware parameters are estimated. The re-

sults in this paper apply only to the NWT system software during the period April to June 1993.

　

Keywords :  communication performance, message bandwidth, latency, parallel processing, global memory

access, MIMD computing, synchronization overhead, communication overhead, maximum per-

formance, half-performance grain size, half-performance intensity, NWT

　

　

概　　要

　1993年2月に運用を開始した航空宇宙技術研究所の数値風洞（NWT）計算機システムは2台の制御計算

機 n台の要素計算機（nは運用開始時において140台、現在は166台）、並びにクロスバーネットワークか

ら構成されていて、分散メモリ型メッセージパッシング方式のMIMD計算機として動作する。各要素計算

機自体はベクトル計算機である。ただし、利用者の並列プログラミングを容易にすることを目的として、プ

ログラミングのための階層メモリ型並列計算機システムを仮定した論理モデルを備えているので、利用者

は仮想的グローバルメモリを利用することが出来る。従って、“グローバル”と宣言された変数は、並列処

理のために洗濯された要素計算機の間において、論理的共有メモリ上に存在するものとしてプログラミン

グすることが出来る。

　本稿ではこのグローバル・メモリ・アクセスの場合における、NWTの運用開始初期の1993年4月から6

月の間に測定したNWTの基本的処理性能を表わす2つの特性パラメーターの測定結果について報告する。

その1つはクロスバーネットワークを媒体として、グローバルとローカル・メモリ空間の間での情報伝達処

理性能を表わす特性パラメータ（r∞ , n1/2）であり、他はグローバル・メモリ・アクセスにおけるNWTの

並列処理性能を表わす特性パラメータ（r^∞ , s^ 1/2, f1/2）である。ここで、r∞はグローバルとローカル・メモ

リ空間の間での情報伝達のバンビ幅を、n1/2はr∞/2を達成するに必要なメッセージ長を、r^∞はピーク最大

処理性能を、 s^1/2は r∞/2を達成するに必要なグレイン・サイズを、f1/2は r^ ∞ /2を達成するに必要なインテ

ンシティ（1度参照されたグローバル変数が何度計算に利用されるかを表わす度合）を表わす。更に、得ら
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1.　Introduction

　A parametric description of the communication perfor-

mance between different nodes of the communication net-

work has been used to characterize the dependence of the

speed of communication on a variety of message length,

using the parameters (r∞, n1/2) [3,5,10,11,12,13]. Similarly

the degradation of performance due to synchronization

overheads and bottlenecks in memory access that is in-

curred when programming with MIMD computing has been

described by the prameters, (r∞ , s1/2) and (r^∞ , s^ 1/2, f1/2),

and  measured  on  severa l  para l le l  computers

[1,2,4,6,7,8,9,10].

　In this paper we apply the same techniques to the perfor-

mance study of the Numerical Wind Tunnel (NWT) com-

puter system available at the National Aerospace Labora-

tory since February 1993. This computer system comprises

two system administrators, n processing elements (where

n was 140 at the beginning, and is 166 at present) and a

crossbar network, and operates as a distributed-memory

message-passing MIMD computer. Each processing ele-

ment itself is a vector computer. The language to describe

parallel processing is the NWT Fortran. Main memories of

the NWT are physically distributed across the processing

elements, but to ease programming, the logical model of

the NWT assumed a hierarchical memory parallel computer

system for programming offers the virtual global space (or

global memory) shared by the selected processing

elememts to users. On the other hand, each local space (or

local memory) is the memory specific to each processing

element. Details about the machine architecture and logi-

cal model of the NWT, the NWT Fortran, communication

and synchronization are shown in Appendix.

　One of the purposes of this paper is to measure the pa-

rameters (r∞ , n1/2) of the communication properties be-

tween the global and local memory spaces through the

medium of the crossbar network of the NWT. The definiton

of a variation of the COMMS1 pingpong benchmark and

measurements of the parameters are given in Section 2.

The other purpose is to measure the parameters (r^∞, s^ 1/2,

f1/2) of the NWT with MIMD computing in the global

memory access. The definition of the (r^∞, s^1/2, f1/2) bench-

mark and measurements of the parameters are given in Sec-

tion 3. Results obtained in Section 3 are analyzed in Section

4, and the overall performance of the NWT in the global

memory access is estimated in Section 5. The significance

of the obtained results is discussed in Section 6 and 7, sev-

eral hardware parameters are estimated, and compared with

the results obtained in [4]. The obtained results in this pa-

per apply only to the NWT system software during the pe-

riod April to June 1993. The results of an improvement on

the NWT system software will be reported in another pa-

per. By the way, since the benchmark program was run

with other users on the system, we may be not to ensure

the most consistent measurements for the study in case of

the global memory access. Bad results were thrown away,

and reruns were continued until a reasonable result was

obtained. The terminology in this paper follows one in [9].

2.　Avariation of the pingpong benchmark

　The test program of a variation of the COMMS1 pingpong

benchmark [5,12,13] is the following reference and assign-

ment operations which are read and write operations in

substance, respectively:

　　reference (read) : AL(I)＝A(I),

　　assignment (write) : A(I)＝AL(I),

where A(I) is in the global memory space and AL(I) is in

the local memory space.

　A message A(I) in the global memory is divided as evenly

as possible between the selected number of processing el-

ements, pe, and is sent from the global memory space to

each local memory space of selected processing elements.

Each processing element returns each partitioned message

AL(I) to the global memory space, immediately that the data

has been received into its Fortran array and is available for

use by each Fortran program. This pingpong exchange is

repeated typically 10,000 times to give a sufficiently large

time interval, and timed by a wall clock on the master pro-

cessing element. Half the time for a single exchange is re-

corded as the time to read a message A(I) or write a parti-

れた結果の意味について考察するとともに、いくつかのハードウェア・パラメータを推定し、別稿で示し

たローカル･メモリ･アクセスにおけるNWTの並列処理性能の結果として比較する。なお、本稿で示した

値はその後のNWTシステム・ソフトウェアの改善努力によって、大巾に改善されたが、その成果は稿を

あらためて報告する。
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tioned message AL(I) between the global and local memory

spaces. In these experiments on the NWT computer, the

Fortran code is implemented with repeated loops contain-

ing two pairs of the compiler directives, PARALLEL RE-

GION/END PARALLEL and SPREAD MOVE/END

SPREAD. The SPREAD MOVE and END SPREAD are also

barrier synchronization points in a parallel program.

　The experiment is repeated for a variety of message

lengths, and the time, t, to read or write a message of length,

n, between the global and local memory spaces is measured

and fitted by least-squares to the straight line described as

follows [11,12]:

　t＝a0＋a1n. （1）

From this equation we can obtain the characteristic param-

eters of the communication properties between the global

and local memory spaces through the crossbar network of

the NWT as follows:

　　t0＝ a0 ＝message start-up time or latency(μsec),

　　π0＝ t－0 1 ＝ specific performance or bandwidth

(MHz)

　　 ＝short-message communication perfor-

mance,

　　r∞＝(1.0242＊a1)－1＝maximum or asymptotic perfor-

mance or bandwidth (Mbyte/sec)

　　 ＝ long-message communication perfor-

mance,

　　n1/2＝a0/a1＝half-performance message length(byte)

　　 ＝ ratio of the best communication band-

width to the worst bandwidth,

where the message start-up time includes the synchroniza-

tion overhead and the time that is required to make pack-

ets for every read or write demands. The former, further-

more, includes the time that is required to specify the start-

ing and ending values of the indices of each array in the

local memory to be used by selected processing elements.

　The actual or average data transfer rate or bandwidth r,

for a message of length n, can be computed from

　r＝r∞pipe(n/n1/2)＝―――― pipe(n1/2/n),
π0n

1.0242 （2）

where

　pipe(x)＝1/(1＋x－1)＝pipeline function. （3）

　Table 1 shows measurements of the characteristic pa-

rameters of the communication performance for the data

transfer of the NWT when pe＝1～16. Figure 1 shows (a)

the message-transfer timing relations as a function of n on

the NWT for pe＝1～16, (b) the actual transfer rates as a

function of n/n1/2, (c) the maximum transfer rate against

pe, (d) the half-performance message length against pe, and

(e) the start-up time of data transfer against pe. The solid

lines in Figure 1 (c) and (d) show the linear fits

　r∞＝7.554390＊102pe (Mbyte/sec), （4）

　n1/2＝－3.315542＊104＋1.834119＊105pe (byte),（5）

respectively, and the solid line in Figure 1 (e) shows the

following approximate fit function obtained from (1), (4)

and (5)

　n1/2＝－3.315542＊104＋1.834119＊105pe (byte),（6）

where this is the time included synchronization overheads,

and the data transfer overhead only in Figure 1 (e) is the

time subtracted the values of synchronization overheads

for pe＝ 1～ 16 that were obtained in [4].

　The above parameters give rise to the complete formula

for the timing relation

　

t＝2.315412＊102 － ――――――― �

　　　　　　　　　＋ ―――――――― n (μsec).

4.185576＊101

pe

1.262411＊10－3

pe

（7）

Table 1  The characteristic parameters for the data transfer of the NWT.
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Fig. 1  The pingpong benchmark test ( pe＝1～16).

(c) The maximum data transfer rate against the number

of processing elements.

Fig. 1  The pingpong benchmark test ( pe＝1～16).

(d) The half-performance message length against the num-

ber of processing elements.

Fig. 1  The pingpong benchmark test ( pe＝1～16).

(a) The timing relations as a function of message length.

Fig. 1  The pingpong benchmark test ( pe＝1～16).

(b) The actual data transfer rates as a function of message

length.
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plays an important part in the (r^∞ , s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark:

　f ＝ s/m, （8）

where

　　f＝computational intensity (flop/I/O word)

＝ number of floating-point operations in a process-

ing element per word transferred to it,

　　s＝amount of computational work in the parallel sec-

tion (flop),

　　m＝number of I/O data words in the parallel section

(I/O word).

In the above-mentioned dyads there are three data trans-

fers for every multiplying operation, hence f＝1/3. Simi-

larly f＝1/2 in case of the triads. In the (r^∞, s^1/2, f1/2) bench-

mark, f is varied by repeating the arithmetic assigned to

each processing element 3f times (dyads) or 2f times

(triads).

　We repeat the experiment for a variety of the computa-

tional intensity f, and measure the elapsed time t, for a single

parallel section as a function of the amount of computational

work s in the parallel section measured in floating-point

operations and fit the results by least-squares to the expres-

sion [9,11]

　t ＝ a0 ＋ a1s. （9）

From this equation we can obtain the characteristic param-

eters with MIMD computation in the global memory ac-

cess for parameter f as follows:

　　t0＝ a0 ＝ set-up plus pipeline start-up plus syn-

chronization plus communication start-

up time (μsec)

＝time for null job when s＝m＝0, which

is dependent on both the hardware and

software (i.e. operating system and

compiler),

　　π0＝ t－01 ＝ specific performance (Mflop/sec),

　　r∞＝ a1 ＝maximum or asymptotic performance

degraded by communication delays

(Mflop/sec),

　　s1/2＝ a0/a1＝half-performance grain size (flop)

＝amount of maximum possible arithmetic

operations lost during synchronization

Fig. 1  The pingpong benchmark test ( pe＝1～16).

(e) The start-up time of data transfer against the number

of processing elements.

3.　The (r^ ∞ , s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark

　The test problem which we call the (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) bench-

mark is dyadic and triadic operations as follows:

　　dyads : A(I)＝B(I)＊C(I),

　　triads : A(I)＝B(I)＊C(I)＋D(I).

Two data (B(I) and C(I)) or three data (B(I), C(I) and D

(I)) in the global memory are divided as evenly as possible

between the selected number of processing elements pe,

and are sent from the global memory space to each local

memory space of selected processing elements. Each pro-

cessing element performs each work of a dyadic or triadic

operation immediately that the data has been received into

its Fortran array and is available for use by each Fortran

program, and returns each result to a Fortran array A(I) in

the global memory as soon as possible after completion of

execution. In these experiments on the NWT computer

system, the Fortran code is implemented with insertion of

three pairs of the compiler directives, PARALLEL REGION/

END PARALLEL, SPREAD MOVE/END SPREAD and

SPREAD DO/END SPREAD. The SPREAD MOVE,

SPREAD DO and END SPREAD are also barrier synchro-

nization points in a parallel program.

　First of all we introduce the following parameter f, which

This document is provided by JAXA.
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and communication start-up,

where the communication start-up time is the time that is

required to make packets for the message-passing data

transfer and other overheads.

　The actual or average performance r, is given by the pipe-

line function as follows:

　r＝r∞pipe(s/s1/2). （10）

　Table 2 shows measurements of the characteristic pa-

rameters with MIMD computing in the global memory ac-

cess when pe＝1～16 and f＝1/3 or 1/2～ 11. Figure 2

shows the timing relations as a function of the amount of

arithmetic operations for parameter f when pe＝16.

Table 2  The characteristic parameters of the NWT with parameter f.

(a)pe＝1

(b)pe＝2

(c)pe＝4

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(d)pe＝8

(e)pe＝16

Fig. 2 The (r^∞, s^1/2, f1/2) benchmark test with parameter f

( pe＝16)

(a) dyads

Fig. 2 The (r^∞, s^1/2, f1/2) benchmark test with parameter f

( pe＝16)

(b) triads

This document is provided by JAXA.
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4.　Analyses of results of the (r^ ∞ , s^ 1/2, f1/2)

        benchmark

　Since arithmetic and communication cannot be over-

lapped in time, the time t of (9) can be separated the set-up

plus pipeline start-up plus synchronization plus communi-

cation start-up, communication, and calculation parts of the

time as follows:

　t＝t0＋tcm＋tas, （11）

where

　　t0＝ time for null job when s＝m＝0 (μsec),

　　tc＝ time per I/O word on average (μsec),

　　ta＝ time per floating-point arithmetic operation on

average (μsec).

From (9) and (11), we obtain the following equation:

　a1s＝r∞
－1s＝tcm＋tas, （12）

from which

　r∞＝ r^∞pipe( f/f1/2), （13）

where

　　r^ ∞＝ 1/ta ＝peak maximum performance (Mflop/

sec)

＝ inverse of the arithmetic time,

　　f1/2 ＝ tc/ta＝half-performance intensity (flop/I/O

word)

＝ ratio of the communication time to the

arithmetic time.

　On the other hand we can obtain the following equation

from (9) and (11):

　a0＝t0＝r∞
－1s1/2 , （14）

hence from (13)

　s1/2＝ s^1/2 pipe( f/f1/2), （15）

where

　　s^ 1/2＝ t0/ta＝peak half-performance grain size (flop)

＝ ratio of the synchronization time to the

arithmetic time

＝peak possible arithmetic lost during syn-

chronization and communication start-up.

Table 3  The characteristic parameters of the NWT with MIMD computing in the global memory access ( pe＝1～16).

(a) f/r∞ versus f.

(b) f/s1/2 versus f.

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Equations (13) and (15) can be rewritten in the following

forms:

　f/r∞＝ r^∞
－1(f＋f1/2), （16）

　f/s1/2＝ s^1
－
/2
1 (f＋f1/2), （17）

From these equations we can finally compute the values of

the parameters (r^∞ , s^ 1/2, f1/2), which is easy because both

equations are linear for the computational intensity f.

　Table 3, and Figure 3 and 4 show measurements of the

characteristic parameters (r^∞ , s^ 1/2, f1/2) of the NWT with

MIMD computing in the global memory access when pe

＝1～16, and fits to the following expressions:

　f/r∞＝a0＋a1f , （18）

　f/s1/2＝a0＋a1f , （19）

respectively.

Fig. 3  f/r∞ versus f ( pe＝1～16).

(a) dyads

Fig. 3  f/r∞ versus f ( pe＝1～16).

(b) triads

Fig. 4  f/s1/2 versus f ( pe＝1～16).

(a) dyads

Fig. 4  f/s1/2 versus f ( pe＝1～16).

(b) triads

This document is provided by JAXA.
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5.　Estimations of the overall

      performance of the NWT

　In order to estimate the characteristic parameters (r^∞ ,

s^ 1/2, f1/2) for pe＝1～128, we performed experiments cor-

responding to f＝1/3 (dyads) and f＝1/2 (triads) for the

benchmark program mentioned in Section 3. Table 4 shows

measurements of the parameters (r^∞, s^1/2) and estimations

of the parameters (r^∞ , s^ 1/2) of the NWT with MIMD com-

putation in the global memory access, where the values of

f1/2 are the average values of f1/2 in Table 3, and the values

of the parameters (r^∞ , s^ 1/2) are computed from (13) and

(15), respectively.

　Figure 5 shows the variation of maximum performance

r∞ in Table 4 as a function of the number of processing

elements pe. Solid lines show the linear fits

　dyads：r∞＝5.857613＊101pe (Mflop/sec), （20）

　triads：r∞＝8.619480＊101pe (Mflop/sec), （21）

Similarly Figure 6 shows the variation of half-performance

grain size s1/2 in Table 4 as a function of pe. Solid lines show

the quadratic fits

　
dyads：s1/2＝4.698217＊102＋3.081760＊104pe

　　　　　　　　　　　　　＋7.300503＊101pe2 (flop),
（22）

　
triads：s1/2＝－1.021786＊103＋4.948197＊104pe

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＋1.213604＊102pe2 (flop),
（23）

When pe＝1, the value of s1/2 is about 110 times as large as

one of n1/2 in Table 1 (b) of [4], and about 3 times of the

value of s1/2 in Table 2 of [4].

　Figure 7 shows the variation of set-up plus pipeline start-

up plus synchronization plus communication start-up time

t0 (＝a0 in Table 4) as a function of pe. These approximate

fit functions are obtained from (14), (20), (21), (22) and (23)

as follows:

　
dyads：t0＝5.261119＊102＋1.246327＊100pe

　　　　　　　　　　　　＋8.020702＊100/pe (μsec),
（24）

　
triads：t0＝5.740714＊102＋1.407978＊100pe

　　　　　　　　　　　　－1.185438＊101/pe (μsec).
（25）

　The above parameters give rise to the complete formu-

las for the timing relations

dyads：t＝5.261119＊102＋1.246327pe 

　　　　　　　　　＋ ――――― �

　　　　　　　　　＋ ―――――――― s (μsec),

8.020702
pe

1.707180＊10－2

pe

（26）

triads：t＝5.740714＊102＋1.407978pe 

　　　　　　　　　－ ――――――― �

　　　　　　　　　＋ ―――――――― s (μsec),

1.185438＊101

pe

1.160163＊10－2

pe

（27）

　From (10), (13) and (15) we can obtain the following equa-

Table 4  The characteristic paramenters of the NWT with MIMD computing in the global memory access ( pe＝1～128).

This document is provided by JAXA.
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tion for the actual or average performance, r, with MIMD

computing in the global memory access:

　r＝ r^∞pipe ( f/f1/2)pipe (s/s1/2)＝――――――――――,
r^∞

1＋(^s1/2/s)＋( f1/2/f ) （28）

where the first term in the denominator comes from the

arithmetic time, the second term comes from the synchro-

nization time and the third term comes from the communi-

cation time. Equation (28) gives the degree of degradation

of the peak maximum rate due to synchronization and com-

munication delays, and inadequate grain size.

　Figure 8 shows (a) the timing relations as a function of

the amount of arithmetic operations and (b) the actual rates

as a function of the arithmetic operations, when pe＝1～

128.

Fig. 5 The maximum rates against the number of process-

ing elements with MIND comuting in the global

memory access.

Fig. 6 The half-performance grain size against the number

of processing elements with MIMD comuting in the

global memory access.

Fig. 7 The start-up time against the number of processing

elements with MIMD comuting in the global

memory access.
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Fig. 8.1  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝1).

(a) The timing relations as a function of the amount of arith-

metic.

Fig. 8.1  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝1).

(b) The actual processing rate as a function of the amount

of arithmetic.

Fig. 8.2  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝2).

(a) The timing relations as a function of the amount of arith-

metic.

Fig. 8.2  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝2).

(b) The actual processing rate as a function of the amount

of arithmetic.

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Fig. 8.3  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝4).

(a) The timing relations as a function of the amount of arith-

metic.

Fig. 8.3  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝4).

(b) The actual processing rate as a function of the amount

of arithmetic.

Fig. 8.4  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝8).

(a) The timing relations as a function of the amount of arith-

metic.

Fig. 8.4  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝8).

(b) The actual processing rate as a function of the amount

of arithmetic.
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Fig. 8.5  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝16).

(a) The timing relations as a function of the amount of arith-

metic.

Fig. 8.5  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝16).

(b) The actual processing rate as a function of the amount

of arithmetic.

Fig. 8.6  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝32).

(a) The timing relations as a function of the amount of arith-

metic.

Fig. 8.6  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝32).

(b) The actual processing rate as a function of the amount

of arithmetic.
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Fig. 8.7  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝64).

(a) The timing relations as a function of the amount of arith-

metic.

Fig. 8.7  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝64).

(b) The actual processing rate as a function of the amount

of arithmetic.

Fig. 8.8  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝128).

(a) The timing relations as a function of the amount of arith-

metic.

Fig. 8.8  The (r^∞, s^ 1/2, f1/2) benchmark test ( pe＝128).

(b) The actual processing rate as a function of the amount

of arithmetic.
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6.　Discussions

　In this section we interpret the significance of the results

obtained in the previous sections, and estimate several hard-

ware parameters.

6. 1 Consideration with performance of the data

transfer

　Programs with a lot of data communication between pro-

cessing elements may find that their overall performance

is limited more by the performance of the communication

network than by the arithmetic performance of the process-

ing elements themselves. Hence the speed of communica-

tion of message between the global and local memory

spaces, and latency of the crossbar network are of critical

importance.

(1) Assessment of the long-message performance and es-

timation of the half-performance

　The best bandwidth for long messages of the crossbar

network of the NWT is given by (4), and seems to be a

barely satisfactory value. From (4), and (29) and (30) of [4]

, the values of the half-performance intensity f1/2 (hardware

parameter) defined by (13) are computed as follows:

　dyads：f1/2＝1.948638 (flop/I/O word), （29）

　triads：f1/2＝2.761333 (flop/I/O word), （30）

These values coincide very well with ones in Table 4.

(2) Assessment of the short-message performance

　On the other hand the worst bandwidth for short mes-

sages is five to seven orders of magnitude smaller than the

best bandwidth, as shown in Table 1. This occurs because

not only the message start-up latency is rather large and

increased proportionally to pe, but also because the maxi-

mum bandwidth is increased proportionally to pe, as shown

in Figure 1 (c) and (e). To improve the π0 and n1/2 10-fold

would require a 10-fold decrease from the measured values

of t0. Since almost all the message start-up overhead is in

the software, we must point the target for the next improve-

ment of the NWT system software at this reduction.

(3) Estimation of the message start-up overhead

　The average value of the data transfer overhead only in

case of transferring one message is shown in Figure 1 (e).

According to experiments for pe＝1～16, this value in case

of transferring two messages is increased by 41.8 μsec on

an average, and similarly in case of transferring three mes-

sages is increased by 78.0 μsec on an average. Hence we

can consider the average time that is required to transfer

one message to be

　40.4μsec. （31）

This value can be interpreted to be the sum of the time

required to make a packet and the pure transfer time of

one data. Hence the values subtracted this value from the

values of Figure 1 (e) become the time that is required for

the operating system to complete the processing on a read

or write demand, and e.g., when pe＝1, it is a rather large

value of 144.3 μsec.

6. 2 Consideration with MIMD computation in the

global memory access

(1) Assessment of a0 in Table 4

　The value of a0 in (9) can be assessed by the following

equations:

　dyads：a0＝a01＋2a02＋a03 (μsec), （32）

　triads：a0＝a01＋2a02＋2a03 (μsec), （33）

where

　　a01＝ value of a0 of Table 2 in [4],

　　a02＝ value to be computed from (6),

　　a03＝ value of (31).

The values of a0 computed from the above equations roughly

coincide with those in Table 4.

(2) Assessment of r^∞ in Table 4

　The values of r^∞ in Table 4 well coincide with those of

r∞ of Table 2 in [4]. This shows correctness of methodol-

ogy used in this paper.

(3) Degree of degradation due to synchronization and com-

munication overheads

　The degree of degradation of the peak maximum rate,

dpr, due to synchronization and communication overheads

is dependent on f, and given by
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　dpr＝pipe (s/s1/2)pipe ( f/f1/2). （34）

Furthermore we define the degree of degradation of the

actual rate of the parallel processing in the global memory

access to the actual rate of the vector processing, dpgv, as

follows:

　dpgv ＝ ―――――――――――,
pipe (s/s1/2)pipe ( f/f1/2)

pipe (n/n1/2)
（35）

where the numerator comes from (28), the denominator

comes from (2) in [4], and s＝ n. Then we can approxi-

mately express the actual rate of the parallel processing in

the global memory access rpg, by

　rpg＝dpgvrv pe, （36）

where rv is the actual rate of the vector processing. When

s, n→∞ , equation (35) reduces to the following:

　dpgv＝pipe ( f/f1/2), （37）

from which, using the values of f1/2 in Table 4, the values of

dpgv for dyadic (f＝1/3) and triadic (f＝1/2) operations

are computed as follows:

　dyads：dpgv＝1/6.797068 (flop/I/O word), （38）

　triads：dpgv＝1/6.567181 (flop/I/O word), （39）

6. 3　Comparison

　We note the followings:

　（ i）　The value of a0(＝t0) for pe＝1 in Table 1 is equal

to 205.7 μsec (Intel iPSC/860, p.392 of [13]), but larger

than 132.0μsec (Intel Touchstone Delta, p.392 of [13]),

172.1 μsec (Intel Paragon, p.392 of [13]) and 87.2 μsec

(Meiko CS-2, p.392 of [13]). The ratio of r∞ for pe＝1 in

Table 1 to r∞ in p.392 of [13] is 260 (iPSC/860), 108 (Delta)

, 31 (Paragon) and 17 (CS-2), and hence the value of n1/2 for

pe＝1 in Table 1 becomes about a 277-fold value of iPSC/

860, a 179-fold value of Delta, a 40-fold value of Paragon and

a 43-fold value of CS-2 of n1/2 in p.392 of [13], because n1/2 is

proportional to r∞ .

　（ii）　There is no data pertinent to comparison with the

values of the characteristic parameters in Table 4 except

data on the IBM LCAP parallel computer system, of which

the characteristic parameters are the followings [10]:

　dyads： r^∞＝1.08pe (Mflop/sec), （40）

　dyads： s^1/2＝1.08pe (2500/4777pe) ( f lop), （41）

　dyads：f1/2＝2.02 (f lop/I/O word), （42）

where pe＝1～10.

　It is obvious to prefer the NWT to the LCAP.

　（iii）　However, all sorts of the start-up time of the NWT

in the global memory access seem to be rather large, and

hence we must continue to make efforts with the decrease

of every kind of start-up time commensurate with an in-

creased maximum performance.

7.　Summary of the characteristic

       parameters of performance of the NWT

　We can summarize the significance of the characteristic

parameters of performance of the NWT measured in prac-

tice through Fortran in this paper and [4] as follows:

(1)　With SIMD computation, the maximum performance

is 390Mflop/s (dyads) and 550Mflop/s (triads), the vector

breakeven length is 25 (dyads) and 42 (triads),and a vector

length to be required to reach 90% of the maximum perfor-

mance is 2600 (dyads) and 4000 (trids).

(2)　With MIMD computation in the local memory access

and for pe＝2i (i ＝ 0～ 7, the maximum performance is

386peMflop/s (dyads) and 547peMflop/s (triads), the

breakeven grain size is 25,000～13,000 (dyads) and 35,000

～ 18,000 (triads), a grain size to be required to reach 90%

of the maximum performance is 90,000 ～ 15,300,000

(dyads) and 135,000～21,600,000 (triads), and the ratio of

synchronization overhead to pipeline start-up time is 47～

43.

(3)　With data transfer between the global and local

memory spaces and for pe＝2i (i＝ 0～4), the maximum

performance is 755peMbyte/s, and a message length to be

required to reach 90% of the maximum performance is

1,440,000～ 26,000,000byte.

(4)　With MIMD computation in the global memory ac-
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cess and for pe＝2i (i＝0～7), the maximum performance

is 58peMflop/s (dyads) and 86peMflop/s (triads), a grain

size to be required to reach 90% of the maximum perfor-

mance is 270,000～ 45,000,000 (dyads) and 450,000 ～

74,700,000 (triads), the ratio of synchronization plus com-

munication overhead to pipeline start-up time is 700～900,

and the ratio of synchronization plus communication over-

head to synchronization overhead is 20.

　As mentioned above, the degree of degradation of peak

maximum rate when s→∞ is 1/6.8 (dyads) and 1/6.6

(triads) in case that data transferred from the global memory

to the local memory uses only once. A number of reference

of data transferred to the local memory to be required to

reach 90% of the peak maximum rate when s→∞ is 52

(dyads) and 50 (triads).

(5)　We finally mention that we had been vigorously con-

tinuing subsequent improvements to the NWT system soft-

ware, and accomplished an 1.2 to 1.3-fold decrease of syn-

chronization overheads and a 2.5 to 3.5-fold decrease of

communication overheads at April 1994, which we will re-

port in another paper.

8.　Conclusions

　The principal conclusion of this work is that the commu-

nication overheads and maximum performance of the NWT

in the global memory access could be characterized by rela-

tively simple timing equations for a wide range of problem

conditions, and also several hardware parameters of the

NWT could be estimated in the process of analyzing re-

sults of experiments.

　The NWT with its system software at the moment of this

experiment is definitely a large amount of work and long-

message computer system with MIMD computation in the

global memory access, but in the present state of art this is

the decree of fate with every parallel computer that has the

very large arithmetic capabilities of the nodes. In order to

eliminate this restriction on the field of application, it is

imperative to tackle the problem of drastically reducing the

synchronization and communication overheads due to al-

most all being in the system software function.

　That is to say, in order to decrease the excution time of

programs with a lot of data communication between differ-

ent nodes, not only we must increase communication speed,

but also in particular decrease communication delays in

proportion to the increase in the arithmetic capabilities of

the processing elements. If it were not so, such programs

may find that their overall performance is limited more by

the performance of communication network than by the

arithmetic performance of the processing elements them-

selves. Hence the decrease of latency of the crossbar net-

work is of critical importance.

　Generally speaking, at this moment there is a huge gap

beween the communication performance of distributed-

memory parallel computers and that of traditional shared-

memory parallel vector computers. The reduction of this

communication gap is the main challenge now facing us.

When this wish of us would be realized, the distributed-

memory parallel computer may be competitive in perfor-

mance and generality with the traditional parallel vector

computer. By the way, at this moment the huge-scale appli-

cation program can not be executed by the latter, while on

the other hand the NWT can execute the program of the

maximum capacity of 35Gbyte.

　As a concluding remark, we mention that we

accomplisded a 2.5 to 3.5-fold decrease of communication

overheads at April 1994, as a result of hading been still vig-

orously continuing subsequent improvements on the NWT

system software, which we will report in another paper.

　Finally, most of the overheads incurred arise from the

time spent in system software routines supporting user pro-

grams. Hence the obtained results in this paper apply only

to the system software available at the NAL during the pe-

riod April to June 1993.
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Appendix

(1)　Machine architecture of the NWT

　The machine architecture of the NWT is shown in Fig. A

(a). Input and output are managed by two system adminis-

trators. Each processing element is a vector computer with

pipelines of multiplicity 8. The addition, multiply, load and

store pipelines can be operated simultaneously. The data

transfer is managed by the data mover and can be done

asynchronously through the crossbar network.

(2)　NWT Fortran

　The NWT Fortran language specification is structured

by adding the specification for the NWT Fortran compiler

directives to the Fortran 77 language specification. Almost

all of the compiler directives are comments in the Fortran

77 specification.

(3)　Logical model of the NWT for programming

　In order to ease programming, the logical model of the

NWT assumed for programming in the NWT Fortran is a

(b) Logical model for programming.

Fig. A Architecture and logical model of the NWT (PE : processing element, SPE : selected PE5, MU : main memory unit, SU

: scalar unit, VU : vector unit, SA : system administrator, SSU : system strage unit, FEP : front end processor).

(a) Hardware configuration.
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hierarchical memory parallel computer system shown in

Fig. A(b). A local memory (or space) is the memory spe-

cific to a processing element. The global memory (or space)

is a virtual memory shared by the selected processing

elememts, which is physically distributed across the se-

lected processing elements.

(4)　Synchronization

　A barrier synchronization is performed for the selected

processing elements that are running in parallel. After all

the selected processing elements running in parallel reach

the barrier point, the selected processing elements proceed

over the barrier point together.

(5)　Communication

　Only the data declared as the global data are recognized

as the data in the global memory. When the global data are

referred or assigned by a processing element, the compiler

and operating system judge where the data are, and trans-

fer them into the local memory of the processing element

referred, or into the global memory from the processing

element assigned through the data mover and crossbar

network.

(6)　Reference

　Also, about the above-mentioned things and so on, refer

to the paper“H. Miyoshi, et al., Development and achieve-

ment of NAL Numerical Wind Tunnel(NWT) for CFD com-

putations, Proc. Supercomputing '94 (IEEE Computer So-

ciety Press, Washington, DC, 1994) 685-692”.
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